Total Indoor Environmental Solutions 360º, LLC

OUR PROCESS

To clean your duct work and not seal it in some
cases would be like washing your car and
driving it through a mud puddle.
Here are some of the benefits of sealing your
duct work.
HOME COMFORT
The #1 reason home owners want to seal their
duct work is because they experience hot and
cold rooms or high temp differences between
upstairs vs downstairs living areas.
INDOOR AIR QUALITY & HOME SAFETY
Many home owners notice dust collection
around registers and higher than average
dust collecting on surfaces throughout their
homes. Leaky ducts pull dust, mold, and other
pollutants into your home, presenting indoor air
quality issues and creating and/or aggravating
allergy problems.

1. We start by our technicians introducing
themselves to you. Then we find the
location of the dryer and put drop
cloths down surrounding the dryer.

T.I.E.S.

YOU ARE BREATHING THIS

2. We then pull the dryer away from the
wall to expose the flexible dryer duct
and remove it to be cleaned.
3. We will hook up a HEPA filtered
vacuum at the dryer duct inlet in the
home and then go to the exterior of
the home and use a specially designed
cable and brush to clean the walls of
the duct and push the lint towards the
HEPA vacuum.
4. We will then clean out the lint trap in
the dryer.

ENERGY SAVINGS & UTILITY BILLS
Nearly 50% of the average home’s and
commercial building energy bill is spent on
heating, air conditioning and ventilation. Duct
leakage in residential homes costs consumers
$25 billion each year and costs much more to
the commercial building operators / owners.

Wouldn’t you fix a leaking water pipe?

GROSS,

• 2,900 dryer fires are reported each year and
cause an estimated 5 deaths, 100 injuries, and
$35 million in property loss.
• Dryer fires are the number one leading cause
for home fires.
• More dryer fires occur in the fall and winter
months, peaking in January.

•
•
•
•

Duct Inspections
Coil Cleaning
Insulation Installation
Whole Home Dehumidifiers

• Duct Treatments
• Aeroseal Duct Sealing
• Dryer Vent Cleaning
• Ultraviolet Lights
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E X P E R I E N C E M AT T E R S
You can trust Total Indoor Environmental Solutions 360º, LLC to take care of the indoor air
quality in your home. We have over a decade of experience in the HVAC industry and we look at
the AC system from not only a mechanical aspect but from indoor air quality aspect as well. When
looking at the HVAC system from both of these aspects we are able to determine the true source
of the issue instead of just treating the symptom.
We provide these services with a dedication to the highest quality of customer satisfaction
delivered with a sense of warmth,
friendliness, pride and company
spirit.
Ask us how you can qualify for a
10 year guarantee on your duct
cleaning.

S E E W H AT O U R C L I E N T S H AV E T O S AY A B O U T U S
The company was professional, informational, and did a
great job!! This was a condo unit that was compromised
by mold due to a roof leak this past summer. After clean
up the air still had an odor and suspected it was in the air
duct system. After cleaning and treating the air ducts the
smell is gone. Hopefully our problem is resolved but will
only know over time after the good smell of the solution
they used in the process dissipates. We would definitely
hire this company again.
- C.B.
We contracted T.I.E.S. 360 to clean our vent system and
remove some mold. Anthony did a great job of educating
us regarding air quality and how the crew would attack our
problem. And they did exactly that ! It was evident from the moment they entered our home that they take pride
in their work and really care about their client. We highly recommend this company.
- J.K.

10%
OFF

DUCT
CLEANING

Cannot be combined with any other
offer. Does not apply to multiple units.

5 SCARY FACTS
ABOUT INDOOR AIR QUALITY
1. IAQ is a TOP 5 Health Risk - The United States EPA
ranks indoor air quality as a top five environmental
risk to public health. Meanwhile our homes are
getting tighter to meet new Energy Codes.
2. Air Fresheners are POISON - The NRDC determined
most Air Fresheners contain phthalates, noxious
chemicals known to disrupt hormone function in
babies and children.
3. Poor Quality Air Exacerbates Asthma - Since the
early 1980s, the occurrence of asthma has been on
the rise for everyone — all races, classes, and ages.
Simply put, asthma is a silent epidemic that has a
disastrous effect on quality of life.
4. The Indoor Air Quality in Schools is Among the
Worst - Schools accommodate up to 4x more
occupants, aka students, than a standard office
building with the same amount of floor space. What
makes this alarming is that children breathe more
air relative to their body weight than adults. Many
germs, allergens and yuck can spread quickly.
5. The Elderly & The Young Suffer Most - Many
elderly & young spend the majority of their day
inside, whether in their own homes or in care
centers. Some estimates suggest that the average
time spent indoors is 19-20 hours a day. According
to the John Hopkins report mold is the leading
cause of asthma in infants.

Here are some suggestions for
Improving Your Indoor Air Quality
Improve ventilation — don’t let the concentration of
pollutants build up. Air out your home more.
Clean the air using top quality air filters — a HEPA
filter or Guardian Air REME are excellent options.
Dust with a damp cloth to remove particulate
matter — don’t just spread it around, clean it up.
Get your duct work checked every 2 years to
determine if it needs to be cleaned.
Only hire NADCA Certified & Licensed contractors to
clean and restore your HVAC system.
Why replace your HVAC system if all you need to
do is restore it?

